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N E W  S O U T H  W A L E S

CHINESE
3 UNIT (ADDITIONAL)

(30 Marks)

Time allowed —One hour
(Plus 5 minutes reading time)

DIRECTIONS TO CANDIDATES

• Print Chinese–English / English–Chinese dictionaries may be used.

• Attempt BOTH questions.

• Answer each question in a SEPARATE Writing Booklet.
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QUESTION 1  Reading Comprehension  (12 marks)

Read the passage below, then answer the questions on the following page. Answers may be
written in EITHER English OR Chinese.

Simplified characters:

economic slowdown Montreal

business to decide; decision

goods, products to be willing

to sack economists

unemployed, out of work consumption

workforce to pursue

to reduce
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QUESTION 1  (Continued)

Full characters:

economic slowdown Montreal

business to decide; decision

goods, products to be willing

to sack economists

unemployed, out of work consumption

workforce to pursue

to reduce

(a) To what does the 10% in the text refer?

(b) (i) What decision did the Montreal Company come to recently?

(ii) Why?

(c) How did the workers react to this decision?

(d) What question has this new situation raised in people’s minds? Give deatils.

Please turn over
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QUESTION 2  Writing Skills  (18 marks)

Write in CHINESE on TWO of the following topics. Each topic is of equal value. Each of
your answers should contain about 100 characters. You may use EITHER simplified OR full
characters, OR a mixture of the two.

(a) Australia is a truly multicultural country. However, if you were a newly arrived student
from China you would probably experience culture shock. Describe some things that
such students might find strange or difficult in Australia.

(b) As a non-background speaker, give your reasons for learning Chinese.

(c) What is your favourite novel? Give reasons.

(d) Write out a plan for a trip you would like to take in the coming holidays after you have
finished the HSC.

(e) Write a short story beginning with the words “ ”.

(f) Write a report for the police describing a robbery that you experienced last night.

End of paper
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